Understanding common patho-physiologies associated with dementia and cognitive decline in sleep deficiency and diabetes

Statement of the Problem: We aim to understand and hypothesize the common pathophysiology of dementia & cognitive decline in chronic sleep deficiency and type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Methodology: We focus on the literature review to hypothesize the common pathophysiology of dementia & cognitive decline in sleep deficiency and diabetes.

Findings: We earlier investigated the association of poor diabetes control and corresponding cognitive decline in a pilot study (n=60). In this study, HbA1C (marker for average diabetes control) values in the diabetic group (n=30) were found to be significantly negatively correlated (Pearson's coefficient of correlation) with the various cognitive batteries: general practitioner assessment of cognition (GPCOG)=-0.53; attendant informant tool (AI)= -0.43; memory impairment screen (MIS)=-0.37; negative values of the Pearson's correlation “r” indicates that lower the respective battery score, poorer is the cognitive function. Similarly, literature suggests that chronic sleep deprivation can lead to cognitive decline and dementia. Research suggests that sleep is associated with the memory consolidation which actually occurs in the non–hippocampal area of the brain i.e. neocortex. This process can lead to the LTP (long term potentiation of the memory). This signifies the importance of the hippocampal and neocortical region of the brain associated with the memory retention and consolidation respectively. In uncontrolled and prolonged diabetes multiple factors like brain insulin resistance, micro-cerebral infarcts and advance glycemic end products can lead to brain ageing leading to cortical and hippocampal atrophy. This in turn impairs the retention and consolidation processes occurring during the sleep.

Conclusion: There is a strong evidence of correlation of poor diabetes control and cognitive decline. Since the memory retention & consolidation processes have been attributed to the sleep cycle, it is hypothesized that diabetes mellitus and sleep deficiency share common pathophysiology. Going forward, studies need to be conducted at a larger scale to validate this concept.
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